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IN THE DISTRICT COURT

417th JUDICIAL COURT

COLLIN COUNTY, TEXAS

THE COURTNEY PARTIES’ AMENDED PETITION
This case involves the use of burner phones and other surreptitious methods
used by a former federal prosecutor (Defendant McMurrey), personal-injury lawyers
(including Defendant Kelly Liebbe and likely others), and the longtime, live-in
boyfriend of Dr. Stephen Courtney’s ex-wife (Defendant Jonathan Rute) who posed
as a federal agent using the code name of “Inspector Gadget” to elicit confidential
patient information as part of a personal vendetta by one and a conspiracy by all to
unlawfully steal, traffic in, and use at least 1,571 confidential and federally-protected
health records of patients treated by Plaintiffs, Stephen Courtney, M.D. and Stephen
Courtney, M.D., P.A. (the “Courtney Parties”). The Defendants schemed and
colluded to illegally and unethically use this sacrosanct patient information in
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violation of federal law to wreak havoc on the Courtney Parties and to inflict upon
them as much torment, professional embarrassment and financial harm as possible.
Starting in 2009, Dr. Courtney’s long-time adversary and rival spine surgeon
at Plano Orthopedics Sports Medicine Clinic (“POSMC”), Dr. Cameron Carmody,
commenced a clandestine and unauthorized review of at least 1,571 confidential
patient files of Dr. Courtney that continued through approximately July 2016. In
performing that covert act, Dr. Carmody developed a detailed, 181-page notebook
of data about Dr. Courtney’s patients that included a list of their names, other
confidential identifying information, treatment methods used, and inaccurate or
incomplete comments on their surgical outcomes (the “PHI Notebook”), all of which
is protected patient health information or “PHI” under the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (See 45 C.F.R. § 164.102 et seq.) and the
Texas Medical Records Privacy Act.

During the early stages of his review,

Dr. Carmody hired a criminal-defense attorney, McMurrey, to guide him through a
field of law rife with onerous civil and criminal consequences for inappropriately
dealing with this information. Within the confidence and protection of their
attorney-client relationship, Dr. Carmody gave the PHI Notebook to McMurrey
with the explicit instruction that McMurrey was not to distribute it to anyone else
other than relevant federal authorities, if needed.
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McMurrey violated his instructions and grossly breached Dr. Carmody’s trust
by either (i) shopping the PHI Notebook to personal-injury lawyers out of personal
greed, or (ii) carelessly allowing the PHI Notebook to get into the hands of Rute,
who then gave it to personal-injury lawyers to further his personal vendetta against
Dr. Courtney. Regardless of McMurrey’s motivations, the PHI Notebook unlawfully
ended up in the hands of not only Rute, but also Liebbe and likely even other lawyers
who may be named later as well.
Thereafter, McMurrey, Liebbe and Rute (and other parties not yet named)
conspired to use the PHI Notebook and related information to (1) manufacture
multiple groundless lawsuits against Dr. Courtney by soliciting his patients in hopes
of extorting civil settlements from Dr. Courtney and his malpractice insurance
company; (2) anonymously file multiple, meritless complaints with the Texas
Medical Board for leverage in the pending malpractice lawsuits, and (3) smear
Dr. Courtney’s reputation through false and unfairly-distorted news stories to further
try to extort civil settlements from Dr. Courtney and his malpractice insurance
company, all of which resulted in multiple millions of dollars in financial and
reputational harm to the Courtney Parties.
The illegal distribution of the PHI Notebook to Rute, Liebbe and others – a
distribution that Dr. Carmody states he never authorized – was either facilitated or
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condoned by McMurrey. Although McMurrey knew that he could not legally use
this information in that manner, Dr. Courtney is aware of no record showing that
McMurrey took any steps to mitigate or stop the unlawful use and dissemination of
the PHI Notebook. Rather, as Dr. Courtney began to discover their scheme,
McMurrey coordinated an attempt to conceal his illegal conduct with the
Defendants and, in the process, instructed his client, Dr. Carmody, to destroy (i) a
burner phone provided to him by Liebbe and (ii) the hard-drive on his personal
computer, where he stored the results of his review of these patient files.
During a recent deposition that was a part of Dr. Courtney’s attempts to
uncover the unlawful scheme against him, Rute (a.k.a. the “Inspector Gadget”) was
asked about many of these very issues under oath. With the full understanding of
the negative presumptions associated with doing so in a civil lawsuit, and upon
advice of his counsel, Rute refused to answer those questions and instead asserted
his Fifth Amendment rights against self-incrimination. For example, Rute asserted
his Fifth Amendment Rights to the following questions:
• Have you ever posed as a federal agent to anybody?
• Did you have any communications with Kelly Liebbe in preparation of your
deposition today?
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• Isn’t it true that you provided a copy of… spreadsheets and patient lists containing
confidential, protected health information of Dr. Courtney’s patients to plaintiffs’
lawyers, including Ms. Liebbe . . ., in an effort to have malpractice cases
maliciously filed against Dr. Courtney; isn’t that true?
• And you shared that information [the PHI Notebook] with plaintiffs’ lawyers in
an effort to cause them or have them file malpractice lawsuits against
Dr. Courtney in a malicious manner, isn’t that true?
• Isn’t it true you have discussed with malpractice plaintiffs’ lawyers the medical
procedures Dr. Courtney performed on his patients and their outcomes?
• Do you have any plans to talk with Ms. Liebbe in the future about
Dr. Courtney’s patients and, in particular, their confidential patient information?
• You have filed complaints with the Texas Medical Board maliciously in order to
harass and cause hardship for Dr. Courtney; isn’t that true?
• And in doing so, you used confidential, protected health information of
Dr. Courtney’s patients. . . .; isn’t that true?
• Can you tell me all the discussions that you had with Ms. Liebbe and Ms.
Kingston about this situation?
Accordingly, and as set forth in more detail below, the Courtney Parties are
asserting claims against the Defendants for their unlawful conspiracy to obtain and
use the PHI of patients treated by Dr. Courtney that has resulted in substantial
financial and reputational harm to the Courtney Parties.
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I.
DISCOVERY CONTROL PLAN
1.

Consistent with Rule 190.4 of the TEXAS RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE,

the Courtney Parties request that an appropriate scheduling order be entered after
Defendants have appeared and answered herein.
II.
CLAIM FOR RELIEF
2.

Consistent with Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 47, the Courtney Parties

seek monetary relief of more than $1,000,000.00.
III.
PARTIES
3.

Defendant Johnathan Rute (“Rute”) is an individual residing in Collin

County, Texas. He may be served with process and a copy of this pleading at his
place of residence, 3035 County Road 325, McKinney, Texas 75069, or wherever
he may be found.
4.

Defendant William C. McMurrey (“McMurrey”) is an individual who

can be served with process and a copy of this pleading at his place of work, the law
office of Oberheiden & McMurrey, 5728 Lyndon B. Johnson Fwy. #250 Dallas,
TX 75240, or wherever he may be found.
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5.

Defendant Kelly M. Liebbe (“Liebbe”) is an individual who was

previously served with the Courtney Parties’ Third-Party Petition, but who has yet
to formally appear and answer herein. Liebbe will be represented in this case by
her counsel of record, Price Johnson. Accordingly, Liebbe can be served with a
copy of this pleading by serving Price Johnson in a manner consistent with Rule 21a
of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.
IV.
JURISDICTION & VENUE
6.

The Court has subject-matter jurisdiction over this dispute because

the claims and damages sought are within the jurisdictional limits of this Court.
The Court has personal jurisdiction over this dispute because all Defendants are
Texas residents.
7.

Venue is proper because all or a substantial portion of the events giving

rise to the claims occurred in Collin County, Texas, and at least one of the named
Defendants resides in Collin County, Texas.
V.
BACKGROUND
A.

THE KEY INDIVIDUALS
8.

Dr. Stephen Courtney. Dr. Courtney is an orthopedic spine surgeon

who previously practiced with a professional association, Plano Orthopedic Sports
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Medicine & Spine Center, P.A. (“POSMC”). Dr. Courtney recently was asked to
leave POSMC because of the attacks against him at the heart of this lawsuit—
including the malicious filing of multiple, groundless malpractice lawsuits and
meritless complaints with the Texas Medical Board.
9.

Dr. Cameron Carmody.

Dr. Carmody is also a former partner in

POSMC whose ownership in, and right to practice with, POSMC was terminated in
August 2016 after his partners discovered that Dr. Carmody had performed an
unauthorized review of Dr. Courtney’s patient records since approximately 2008
resulting in the disclosure of that information to individuals, such as Rute, who had
no right to that information. Like Dr. Courtney, Dr. Carmody is an orthopedic
surgeon who specializes in spinal care. Dr. Carmody has long harbored personal
animosity and engaged in professional clashes with Dr. Courtney that eventually led
to Dr. Carmody’s unauthorized and secret review of Dr. Courtney’s patient records
and the obsessive creation of the PHI Notebook.
10.

Jonathan Rute.

Rute is the long-time, live-in boyfriend of

Dr. Courtney’s ex-wife who Rute met at a drug rehabilitation facility in 2003. Like
Dr. Carmody, Rute has maintained a long-standing and obsessive hostility towards
Dr. Courtney and his family that escalated into numerous events of harassment and
false accusations regarding Dr. Courtney’s personal and professional life since 2009.
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For example, Rute filed a 41-count complaint that year with the Texas Medical
Board while Dr. Courtney and his ex-wife (Rute’s girlfriend) were embroiled in a
child-custody battle. That complaint took over two years of multiple, expensive
hearings at the Texas Medical Board because Rute kept adding new counts to the
complaint before it was finally dismissed as being meritless.
11.

According to sworn interrogatory answers provided by Dr. Carmody on

December 19, 2016 in the original lawsuit between Drs. Carmody and Courtney,
Rute and Dr. Carmody allegedly first became acquainted in early 2015 when Rute
untruthfully posed as a federal agent to try to obtain protected health information
about patients treated by Dr. Courtney and tricked Dr. Carmody into providing him
with the Bad-to-the-Bone Memo and/or confidential patient information.
Importantly, Rute is neither a physician nor an employee of or associated with
POSMC, which is where the private medical records of Dr. Courtney’s patients were
maintained and accessed by Dr. Carmody without authorization. Consequently,
Rute had no right or access to Dr. Courtney’s patient records and information, nor
did Rute have any authority from the patients or POSMC to have access to such
information.
12.

William C. McMurrey. McMurrey is a former federal prosecutor and

criminal-defense

lawyer

who

formerly
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represented

Dr. Carmody

from

approximately 2009 through 2017 in connection with Dr. Carmody’s unauthorized
review and use of at least 1,571 files of patients treated by Dr. Courtney. Because
of his past experience as a state and federal prosecutor on health-care related
matters, McMurrey is well-versed in and understands HIPAA and other patientprivacy laws like the Texas Medical Records Privacy Act. As set forth more fully
below, McMurrey acquired the PHI Notebook of Dr. Courtney’s patients in the
course of representing Dr. Carmody and, according to Dr. Carmody, McMurrey
directly, and/or indirectly through Rute, provided the PHI Notebook to Liebbe,
Martin (identified below), and likely other personal-injury lawyers who handle
medical-malpractice cases. Moreover, McMurrey commonly uses phrases such as
“Inspector Gadget,” “Secret Squirrel,” and “Bad-to-the-Bone.” So, it is no surprise
to see such terms being used by Rute and his co-conspirators given McMurrey’s
influence behind the scenes in their actions taken against Dr. Courtney through
the use of their contraband information.
13.

Kelly Liebbe. Liebbe is a personal-injury lawyer who handles medical-

malpractice lawsuits against physicians. Liebbe currently represents three former
patients of Dr. Courtney, Bryan Taylor, Alan Tarrant, and Bethany Kendrick, in a
malpractice lawsuit Liebbe filed on their behalf in Dallas County, Texas, having
Cause No. DC-16-12792, and pending in the 192nd Judicial District Court (the “TTK
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Lawsuit”). Liebbe has also sent letters to Dr. Courtney advising she also represents
at least three other former patients in potential lawsuits against Dr. Courtney.
Although the civil claims are meritless, these are patients she would never have had
but for the contraband PHI Notebook and related information. The patients did not
seek her out; she approached them as part of the Defendants’ conspiracy against the
Courtney Parties.
14.

Ben Martin. Martin is a personal-injury lawyer who also handles

medical-malpractice lawsuits against physicians. Martin is co-counsel of record with
Liebbe in the TTK Lawsuit filed against Dr. Courtney. Martin also personally
represented Rute in a separate, but related, lawsuit that Dr. Courtney filed based on
issues related to Rute’s unlawful use of the PHI Notebook.
B.

DR. CARMODY SECRETLY
NOTEBOOK
15.

AND

WITHOUT AUTHORITY CREATES

THE

PHI

In or around 2008, Dr. Courtney created his own medical-implant

device company called Eminent Spine. Out of professional jealousy and an unbridled
obsession with Dr. Courtney’s success as a physician and inventor of medical-related
products, Dr. Carmody began to secretly review and track Dr. Courtney’s patient
procedures and billing practices with a vindictive goal of reporting Dr. Courtney to
federal and state authorities for what Dr. Carmody incorrectly believed were
questionable decisions with respect to Dr. Courtney’s use of his medical devices. In
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connection with this review, Dr. Carmody hired a criminal-defense attorney,
McMurrey, for his legal advice and counsel on how to handle this confidential
patient information and how to report any violations of federal law to the authorities.
Over the next seven or so years, Dr. Carmody manually or electronically accessed
over 1,500 of Dr. Courtney’s confidential patient files and developed the PHI
Notebook. Over those years, Dr. Carmody and McMurrey made repeated efforts to
have Dr. Courtney investigated by the FBI and other federal and state authorities,
all of which were rebuffed by those authorities.
16.

Notably, at no time over that approximate seven-year period while

Dr. Carmody was developing the PHI Notebook in an unsuccessful effort to have
Dr. Courtney investigated did Dr. Carmody ever voice his so-called concerns to
either the POSMC leadership or Dr. Courtney himself, as you would normally expect
a business partner would do in a similar situation. Dr. Courtney did not have any
inkling about Dr. Carmody’s covert actions until around June 2016, and even then
what he learned was only a small part of the plan by the Defendants that was
underway to undermine him. Dr. Courtney was shocked at Dr. Carmody’s intrusions
into the files of Dr. Courtney’s patients and the violation of their confidences and
began to investigate the situation.

At that time, Dr. Courtney reported

Dr. Carmody’s conduct to POSMC, and after an initial investigation, POSMC’s
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partners unanimously voted to remove Dr. Carmody from POSMC based on, among
other things, Rute’s Inspector Gadget email (the Inspector Gadget email and Bad-tothe-Bone Memo are discussed in more detail below).
C.

MCMURREY CAUSES OR ALLOWS THE PHI NOTEBOOK TO
LIEBBE, MARTIN, AND LIKELY OTHER PLAINTIFFS’ LAWYERS
17.

BE

GIVEN

TO

According to Dr. Carmody’s sworn affidavit (the “Carmody Affidavit”)

given on February 12, 2018, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit “1,” he gave the
PHI Notebook to McMurrey in 2013 or 2014 to review and hold in confidence within
the context of their attorney-client relationship.
18.

As explained more fully in the Carmody Affidavit, both Liebbe and

McMurrey have admitted to Dr. Carmody that McMurrey provided (either directly
or indirectly through Rute) the PHI Notebook to Liebbe, and that Liebbe received
and used it – thus providing Liebbe and Ben Martin with information they never
could have lawfully obtained at that point in time to begin building cases against
Dr. Courtney. After Dr. Courtney filed counterclaims against Dr. Carmody in this
case, McMurrey and Liebbe became concerned discovery would expose their
misconduct. Consequently, they engaged in a series of unconscionable actions to
conceal their misdeeds, including the destruction of the burner phone Liebbe had
sent to Dr. Carmody so that their calls could not be traced, as well as the destruction
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of Dr. Carmody’s hard-drive on his computer where he maintained the information
developed from Dr. Courtney’s confidential patient files.
D.

LIEBBE’S RECEIPT & USE OF THE PHI NOTEBOOK AND HER COORDINATION
WITH RUTE
19.

The following chronology of events and corresponding records obtained

through discovery to date eliminate any doubt as to whether Rute and Liebbe, and
likely Martin too, unlawfully received and used the PHI Notebook for their own
personal gain.
Rute’s Bizarre Interaction with the Medical Examiner
20.

On July 22, 2015, Steven Pennington (“Pennington”), a patient of

Dr. Courtney’s, unfortunately died of a heart attack unrelated to but during an
orthopedic procedure. Following his death, Pennington’s body was sent to the Collin
County Medical Examiner’s Office for an autopsy. On July 27, 2015, just five days
after Pennington’s death, the Medical Examiner’s Office and the Collin County
District Attorney’s Office unexpectedly received an unusual email from a person
identifying himself as “Inspector Gadget.” Rute would later reveal himself to be the
“Inspector Gadget.” Also attached to the Inspector Gadget Email was a memo titled
Bad to the Bone that Dr. Carmody had written, with McMurrey’s involvement and
assistance, for use in their failed efforts over several years to have Dr. Courtney
investigated. Both the Inspector Gadget Email and the Bad to the Bone Memo
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contained false and defamatory statements about Dr. Courtney. More importantly,
though, those documents revealed protected medical information about
Dr. Courtney’s patients going as far back as 2004 and referenced spreadsheets with
a list of patient names and other documents that formed the PHI Notebook. These
events confirm that Rute had access to and/or was provided the PHI Notebook and
related information.

Dr. Carmody has stated he did not give Rute the PHI

Notebook, leaving only one other source for Rute’s obtaining that information – Bill
McMurrey.
Liebbe Appears for the First Time after Receiving the PHI Notebook
21.

According to the Carmody Affidavit, Liebbe cold-called Dr. Carmody

in March 2016 to discuss the so-called “[spinal] cages backing out” in reference to
Dr. Courtney’s treatment of his patients.

Liebbe and Dr. Carmody, upon

McMurrey’s advice, then met several times to discuss background on the procedures
for the medical cases. In the process, Liebbe sent Dr. Carmody a burner phone
through the US Mail or common carrier so that their communications could not be
tracked by anyone. Liebbe knew she should not be in possession of or using the
contraband patient information about Dr. Courtney’s patients.
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Dr. Courtney First Learns of Rute’s Inspector Gadget Email
22.

On or around June 22, 2016, Dr. Courtney first discovered the HIPAA

breaches involved with Rute’s sending of the Inspector Gadget Email and the Bad-tothe-Bone Memo to the Collin County Medical Examiner that had occurred the
previous July. Dr. Courtney promptly reported this activity to POSMC, which
commenced an investigation as required by HIPAA to determine if PHI had been
unlawfully disclosed. Dr. Courtney also started his own investigation as well. At
that time, Dr. Courtney only knew that a violation involving his patient records had
occurred. He did not know the magnitude of it nor was he aware of how the
contraband information was being used by Defendants.
23.

In that context, Leibbe’s use of the illegal information harvested from

McMurrey started to surface on July 8, July 18, and August 30, 2016, when Liebbe
sent Chapter 74 notice letters to Dr. Courtney advising that she was representing
Taylor, Tarrant, and Kendrick, respectively. See Exhibit 2, which is a copy of the
Taylor, Tarrant and Kendrick notice letters sent by Liebbe. There is no record of
those patients having any connection with each other or coordinating their
representation with Liebbe such that she would otherwise be representing three
former patients together without working from some sort of list or other inside,
private information about those patients. Up until then, the only claim filed against
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Dr. Courtney was in the Pennington matter, which had been filed by another law
firm three months earlier in March 2016. After receiving Liebbe’s notice letters in
July through late August 2016, Dr. Courtney began to suspect a nefarious use was
somehow being made of his patients’ confidential information.
McMurrey Instructs Dr. Carmody to Destroy His Hard Drive
24.

On or around August 7, 2016, POSMC expelled Dr. Carmody after its

own investigation into the single Pennington event concluded Dr. Carmody had
breached his contractual duties to his practice partners and that a HIPAA breach
had occurred relative to Rute and the Inspector Gadget Email/Bad-to-the-Bone
Memo. Shortly thereafter, McMurrey instructed his client, Dr. Carmody, to destroy
his computer containing the electronic records about his secret review of
Dr. Courtney’s confidential patient files, an action with which Dr. Carmody
complied based on his lawyer’s advice.
Lawsuits and Discovery Proceedings Involving HIPAA Breaches Commence
25.

On August 11, 2016, Dr. Carmody filed this lawsuit against POSMC

and the Courtney Parties in connection with his termination from POSMC. At that
time, Dr. Carmody was represented by Melissa Kingston of the Friedman Feiger law
firm in Dallas.
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26.

On August 26, 2016, as part of Dr. Courtney’s initial attempts to

investigate the breadth and scope of the HIPAA violations he had only recently
begun to discover, Dr. Courtney filed a Rule 202 Petition in a Collin County District
Court to seek judicial permission to take a non-party, pre-suit deposition of Rute to
explore how Rute illegally obtained and used the protected health information of
Dr. Courtney’s patients in sending the Inspector Gadget Email.
27.

On September 20, 2016, Liebbe asked McMurrey to get more

information about Dr. Courtney’s patients from Dr. Carmody, as well as information
about the neuro-monitoring companies that Dr. Courtney used during his surgeries.
28.

Approximately one week later on September 28, 2016, Liebbe and

Martin filed the TTK Lawsuit against Dr. Courtney. In that lawsuit, Liebbe and
Martin sued the neuro-monitoring company Dr. Courtney was using during the
relevant times in question, which coincides with Liebbe’s inquiry to McMurrey less
than a week earlier about the neuro-monitoring company and further confirms their
collaboration.
29.

The hearing on the Rule 202 relief sought by Dr. Courtney against Rute

was set for October 6, 2016. Two days before that hearing, Rute coordinated with
Liebbe and Kingston about his defense of the Rule 202 Petition. See Exhibit “3.”
Rute did not want to be deposed with the risk of the scheme being exposed. He was
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going to resist at all costs, especially considering that criminal liability might be in
play for all those involved. On that same day, Rute sent a copy of the TTK lawsuit
filed by Liebbe a few days earlier to Kingston, noting he thought “it might be of
interest” to Kingston. A copy of this email is attached as Exhibit “4.” Interestingly,
Liebbe and Kingston both attended the Rule 202 hearing, even though they did not
represent Rute. The collaboration between Rute, Kingston and Liebbe to prevent
Dr. Courtney from discovering the truth would continue long after this hearing.
McMurrey Instructs Dr. Carmody to Destroy the Burner Phone Liebbe Provided
30.

On November 14, 2016, Dr. Courtney filed his counterclaims in this

case against Dr. Carmody. Although discovery had not yet started in this original
lawsuit filed by Dr. Carmody, the Courtney Parties’ suspicions began to rise higher
based on their own investigation of the PHI breaches. Between the summer of 2016
and the filing of Dr. Courtney’s counterclaims, and after POSMC completed its
investigation and concluded a HIPAA breach had occurred, it became increasingly
clear that Dr. Carmody could face civil and possibly even criminal liability resulting
from McMurrey’s dissemination of the PHI Notebook. Around that time, McMurrey
instructed Dr. Carmody to destroy the burner phone Liebbe had provided and his
hard-drive in an effort to conceal McMurrey’s own actions relative to the PHI
Notebook. Apparently still believing McMurrey was not engaged in self-preservation
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and instead was representing Dr. Carmody’s best interests, Dr. Carmody followed
McMurrey’s instructions to destroy evidence involved with the PHI Notebook.
31.

After the relief sought in the Rule 202 Petition to depose Rute was

denied, that Collin County Court essentially suggested that Dr. Courtney should sue
Rute directly to obtain the requested information. So, Dr. Courtney did just that on
November 17, 2016. While Rute originally filed an answer pro se in that separatelyfiled lawsuit, based on the facts as they have unfolded, it is now not a surprise that
one of the likely conspirators – Martin – filed a notice of appearance as counsel of
record for Rute. See Exhibit “5.” As noted above, Martin and Liebbe are co-counsel
for the plaintiffs in the TTK Lawsuit.
Liebbe Now Denies Having Received the PHI
32.

As discovery efforts and various informal investigations were really

starting to heat up and could possibly lead to the exposure of the Defendants’ illegal
conduct, Liebbe did a self-serving and sudden about face. Although she had
previously told Dr. Carmody that she had possession of Dr. Courtney’s patient list
and other PHI, she now sent a message to Dr. Carmody, through McMurrey, that
Dr. Carmody was “not to worry,” as Liebbe now disingenuously said there was “no
list,” and that “there never was a list.” Dr. Carmody took that to mean the PHI
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Notebook and other protected health information she was never supposed to have
in the first place was now safely gone or destroyed as orchestrated by McMurrey.
33.

On or around January 3, 2017, the Defendants further coordinated their

attack on Dr. Courtney that was now to come from a number of directions when
Rute sent an email to Kingston acknowledging he had filed an anonymous complaint
with the Texas Medical Board against Dr. Courtney on behalf of Liebbe’s clients,
Taylor, Tarrant, and Kendrick. See Exhibit “6.” This most unusual manner of filing
begs the question of why Rute would file those complaints instead of Liebbe. The
answer to that question can only be that Rute was acting as Liebbe’s agent.
34.

The next day, Rute also sent Kingston a copy of the so-called expert

report that Liebbe had filed on behalf of Bryan Taylor in the TTK Lawsuit, showing
further evidence of the Defendants’ collusion with each other. Importantly, in that
email, Rute referenced his discussions with McMurrey in which Rute and McMurrey
discussed Dr. Courtney’s treatment methods and outcomes that involved the
protected health information of Dr. Courtney’s patients. See Exhibit “7.” Rute, an
angry boyfriend of Dr. Courtney’s ex-wife, and McMurrey, a criminal defense lawyer,
had no reason to be involved together in the civil litigation at this level but for their
conspiracy.

At this point, Dr. Courtney still could not fully appreciate the

Defendants’ on-going collusion behind his back and the damage they either intended
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to inflict or would recklessly inflict on him and his practice.
More Anonymous Medical Board Complaints Are Filed
35.

Dr. Courtney’s suspicions began to solidify when, on January 30, 2017,

he received notice from the Texas Medical Board that someone had anonymously
filed a fifteen-patient complaint against him. Not surprisingly, all fifteen of the
patients forming the basis of this complaint were included in the PHI Notebook. The
Defendants conspired with each other and other, unnamed co-conspirators to file
this complaint as leverage for Liebbe in the TTK Lawsuit and other potential cases
Liebbe and others were trying to secure from patients listed in the PHI Notebook.
When later questioned about it, nine out of those fifteen patients said they had no
knowledge of nor had they consented to their names being used to file a TMB
complaint and that they were very supportive of Dr. Courtney’s treatment and
outcomes.1

Five of those fifteen patients could not be reached or contacted to determine if they knew a
complaint had been filed using their PHI. Liebbe sent a Chapter 74 notice letter advising she
represents one of the fifteen patients against Dr. Courtney. See Exhibit “8,” which is Liebbe’s
Chapter 74 notice letter for the lone remaining patient, with the patient’s identifying information
redacted. This is the sixth patient Liebbe secured from the PHI Notebook to represent against
Dr. Courtney.
1
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Dr. Courtney Files First Report to the Office of Civil Rights
36.

On or about March 1, 2017, Dr. Courtney completed the initial phase

of his investigation confirming 421 patient files had been unlawfully accessed and
reviewed by Dr. Carmody (and for which Dr. Courtney would later learn,
Dr. Carmody apparently performed this review based on the advice and legal
guidance provided by McMurrey). In compliance with federal law concerning the
breach of patient HIPAA information, Dr. Courtney filed a report with the Office of
Civil Rights (“OCR”) of the Department of Health and Human Services and asked
them to further investigate the 421 breaches he had uncovered to that point and
requested the OCR to take appropriate action against all who had unlawfully
breached the confidentiality of Dr. Courtney’s patient records. In compliance with
federal law, and out of a concern for his patients, Dr. Courtney wrote a letter to each
affected patient advising them that their PHI had been breached. A number of the
notified patients responded to Dr. Courtney’s notice letter, saying they were aghast
and angry that their very private and sensitive information had been used without
their permission or knowledge.
37.

On May 18, 2017, Dr. Courtney received yet another complaint filed

with the Texas Medical Board on behalf of a patient who was included in the PHI
Notebook. On June 9, 2017, Dr. Courtney received a Chapter 74 notice letter from
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Liebbe advising she was representing that same patient for whom the foregoing TMB
complaint was filed. See Exhibit “9,” which is Liebbe’s Chapter 74 notice letter for
this patient, with the patient’s identifying information redacted. On information and
belief, Rute filed the TMB complaint on behalf of that patient, again as leverage to
assist Liebbe (and potentially others) in connection with her representation of that
patient. This is now the fifth patient Liebbe secured from the PHI Notebook to
represent against Dr. Courtney.
Liebbe and/or Rute Feed WFAA
38.

In furtherance of their scheme, on May 22, 2017, Liebbe and/or Rute

provided Brett Shipp (“Shipp”) with inaccurate and deceptive information for
inclusion in the first of two unfair, misleading, distorted, and defamatory stories that
were aired by Channel 8, WFAA-Dallas (“WFAA”) against Dr. Courtney that
outrageously compared him to the disgraced Dr. Duntsch. The stories also featured
Liebbe’s TTK Lawsuit clients and a select few other patients who were also included
in the PHI Notebook. Again, Liebbe and/or Rute provided Shipp with slanted
information and patients secured from the PHI Notebook to entice WFAA into
running the stories, which from their standpoint, was a high-profile way to try to
force a civil settlement from Dr. Courtney’s insurance carrier in the TTK Lawsuit or
to create other harm, both personal and professional, to Dr. Courtney. It was not an
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accident that Liebbe’s clients would not provide a release to Dr. Courtney that would
authorize him under HIPAA to specifically respond to their claims in Shipp’s stories.
39.

Just a few months before WFAA aired Shipp’s inaccurate and

unbalanced stories, Dr. Courtney opened a multi-million dollar hospital in Plano
called Eminent Medical Center. The airing of Shipp’s salacious and disparaging
stories based on allegations involving Liebbe’s clients and other patients who she
unlawfully obtained from the PHI Notebook caused significant financial harm to
Dr. Courtney through his ownership of Eminent Medical Center by, among other
reasons, unfairly making it unattractive to investors and other surgeons to use the
facility given its affiliation with Dr. Courtney. Additionally, many other hospitals,
surgery centers, and other physicians suddenly stopped using Dr. Courtney’s’ medical
devices manufactured by Eminent Spine.

Dr. Courtney’s patient volume also

dropped by almost half, all of which cost Dr. Courtney millions of dollars in monetary
and reputational harm.
The Breakthrough and the Scheme Begins to be Exposed
40.

On June 28, 2017, the yet unknown pieces and players in this conspiracy

really began to come into focus and their secret activities began to be exposed. On
that day, this Court granted Dr. Courtney’s motion to compel discovery of longsought information that had, to that point, been vigorously thwarted by Kingston in
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her then representation of Dr. Carmody. Under threat of sanctions due to Kingston’s
obstructive representation of Dr. Carmody, Dr. Carmody was finally forced to
produce the PHI Notebook to Dr. Courtney. With that production, it was revealed
that more than 1,140 more patient records had been unlawfully accessed and
reviewed. While the revelation of the PHI Notebook and its contents was a shock,
Dr. Courtney still did not know at that moment just how well-traveled and utilized
the PHI Notebook had been by the Defendants. In response to this new information,
Dr. Courtney made another report to the OCR for its investigation, and sent another
round of notification letters to his patients as required by federal law, resulting in the
discovery of more patients who were outraged by the improper accessing, reviewing
and using of their confidential patient information without their permission.
41.

In another suspicious occurrence, on July 21, 2017, a patient of

Dr. Courtney’s reported he had previously received a random call from an Oklahoma
area code. That patient was asked by the caller if he wanted to join in an on-going
lawsuit against Dr. Courtney. The patient declined. Although the patient could not
remember the caller’s name, the patient was certain the caller was male and that the
in-coming call was from an Oklahoma area code. Notably, Rute’s phone number
registered with this court for purposes of his pro se filings with the electronic filing
system is (918) 421-1006. A (918) area code is assigned to Northeastern Oklahoma.
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Moreover, this patient who reported receiving the call from the Oklahoma area code
was one of the fifteen patients for whom a TMB complaint was made without that
patient’s knowledge or consent.
42.

Since around August 2016, Dr. Courtney had been trying to take the

deposition of Rute. Yet Rute threatened bodily harm to Dr. Courtney’s process
servers, evaded service, and ultimately had to be served by substituted service
authorized by the Court. Rute then further defied the Court’s authority and orders,
requiring a show-cause hearing to determine if he should be sanctioned or
imprisoned for contempt after refusing to properly sit for and give his deposition as
required. Only upon threat of being imprisoned and severely sanctioned did Rute
ultimately give his deposition on December 13, 2017.
43.

Just two days earlier on December 11, 2017, the Texas Medical Board

notified Dr. Courtney that yet another complaint had been filed against him with
respect to a patient in the PHI Notebook. Three days later, on December 14, 2017,
Dr. Courtney received a Chapter 74 notice letter from Liebbe advising that she was
representing that patient. See Exhibit “10,” which is a copy of Liebbe’s Chapter 74
notice for this patient, with the patient’s identifying information redacted. Upon
information and belief, Rute again filed the TMB complaint for Liebbe as leverage
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for her potential civil claims against Dr. Courtney. This was now the sixth patient
Liebbe secured from the PHI Notebook to represent against Dr. Courtney.
Rute Pleads the Fifth Amendment
44.

On December 13, 2017, Rute’s deposition was finally taken. Notably,

and in further demonstration of the tangled web weaved by this conspiracy, Rute was
represented in that deposition by a lawyer who had a connection to McMurrey’s
practice. Upon advice of that attorney, and with full knowledge of the negative
inferences involved with doing so in a civil case, Rute asserted his Fifth Amendment
Rights under the United States Constitution and refused to answer any questions
about the PHI Notebook, Liebbe, the medical malpractice lawsuits, and complaints
filed with the Texas Medical Board as set forth above on Page 4 herein. In a telling
event, the day after Rute asserted his Fifth Amendment Rights in refusing to answer
Dr. Courtney’s deposition questions, Kingston withdrew from representing Dr. Carmody
in this case.
POSMC Required Dr. Courtney to Leave
45.

Also in December 2017, and after being besieged by multiple lawsuits

and threats of lawsuits from Liebbe and Martin, combined with 20+ meritless
complaints filed with the Texas Medical Board, Dr. Courtney’s malpractice
insurance company, TMLT, advised that it would drop his coverage effective January
31, 2018. In turn, and although sympathetic to his position, POSMC chose to no
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longer stand behind Dr. Courtney and unanimously voted in favor of him leaving the
practice in the face of the reputational devastation sustained by Dr. Courtney
resulting from the unlawful and conspiratorial acts of the Defendants and others.
These are yet more examples of the damage inflicted upon the Courtney Parties by
the Defendants.
The Carmody Affidavit
46.

On February 12, 2018, Dr. Carmody provided his affidavit, confirming

that Liebbe actually received the PHI Notebook, either directly or indirectly from
McMurrey, as set forth more particularly in the Carmody Affidavit.
VI.
CAUSES OF ACTION
47.

The Courtney Parties incorporate by reference the foregoing facts into

the following causes of actions.
A.

CONVERSION (AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)
48.

The Courtney Parties owned, had possession, or were otherwise entitled

to possess the PHI Notebook.
49.

Defendants unlawfully and without authorization assumed and

exercised control over the PHI Notebook to the exclusion of, or inconsistent with,
the Courtney Parties’ rights relative to the PHI Notebook.
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50.

The Courtney Parties have demanded the return of the PHI Notebook,

or alternatively, it would be futile to demand the return of the PHI Notebook given
that the Defendants have likely destroyed or otherwise spoliated the evidence of
their unlawful possession of the PHI Notebook.
51.

Defendants have refused to return the PHI Notebook.

52.

As a result of Defendants’ unlawful conversion of the PHI Notebook,

the Courtney Parties have sustained massive actual, special, and consequential
damages, including lost profits and reputational harm, for which sums they hereby
sue.
B.

ALTERNATIVELY, NEGLIGENCE, NEGLIGENCE PER SE, AND
GROSS NEGLIGENCE (AS TO McMURREY ONLY)
53.

Pleading alternatively, McMurrey was careless in providing Rute with

access to the PHI Notebook, who then used the PHI Notebook to further his
personal vendetta against Dr. Courtney by (1) giving the PHI Notebook to personalinjury lawyers, including but not limited to Liebbe and others, so that they could
maliciously file meritless lawsuits against Dr. Courtney in hopes of extracting civil
settlements from Dr. Courtney and/or his malpractice insurance company, and (2)
conspiring with Liebbe and others to file multiple, meritless complaints with the
Texas Medical Board as leverage for use in the lawsuits filed by Liebbe and others
against Dr. Courtney.
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54.

Pleading further in the alternative, McMurrey was careless in providing

Liebbe and others with access to the PHI Notebook, who then used the PHI
Notebook to (1) file meritless lawsuits against Dr. Courtney in hopes of extracting
civil settlements from Dr. Courtney and/or his malpractice insurance company,
and/or (2) file or conspire with Rute and others to file groundless complaints with
the Texas Medical Board as leverage for use in the lawsuits filed by Liebbe and others
against Dr. Courtney.
55.

As McMurrey fully knows and appreciates as a former federal

prosecutor, anyone who comes into possession of protected health information is
deemed a covered entity under the Texas Medical Records Privacy Act.
Consequently, McMurrey owed Dr. Courtney a legal duty to keep the PHI Notebook
confidential and to not disclose or disseminate it to non-covered entities or
individuals, including Rute and/or Liebbe, and potentially others.
56.

McMurrey breached that duty by carelessly providing Rute, Liebbe,

and/or others with access to the PHI Notebook.
57.

As a direct, foreseeable, and proximate cause of McMurrey’s negligence,

the Courtney Parties have sustained massive actual, special, and consequential
damages, including lost profits and reputational harm, for which sums the Courtney
Parties hereby sue.
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58.

Further, McMurrey’s tortious conduct constitutes negligence per se

because it directly violated HIPAA and the Texas Medical Records Privacy Act, and
the Courtney Parties, as covered entities, are within the class of persons which the
foregoing statutes were intended to protect.
59.

Additionally and/or alternatively, McMurrey’s negligence was

committed with such recklessness and conscious disregard of the consequences of his
actions that it warrants the imposition of punitive damages.
C.

VIOLATIONS OF THE TEXAS UNIFORM TRADE SECRETS ACT
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)
60.

The Defendants’ conduct also violated the Texas Uniform Trade

Secrets Act.
61.

The PHI Notebook contained confidential information belonging to

the Courtney Parties. The Courtney Parties took reasonable steps to protect that
information, which was defined to be “confidential information” in the governing
documents for POSMC with which Dr. Carmody agreed to comply while he was a
partner or shareholder of POSMC.
62.

The Defendants misappropriated the confidential PHI Notebook,

causing the Courtney Parties to sustain massive actual, special, and consequential
damages, including but not limited to lost profits and reputational harm, for which
such sums the Courtney Parties hereby sue.
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63.

Additionally, the Courtney Parties are entitled to recover their

attorneys’ fees for the Defendants’ violation of the Texas Uniform Trade Secrets Act.
D.

TORTIOUS INTEFERENCE (AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)
64.

Defendants have also tortiously interfered with the Courtney Parties’

prospective business relationships. In this regard, the Courtney Parties had a
reasonable likelihood of entering into business relationships with patients and other
individuals or entities in the medical field.
65.

Defendants acted with a conscious desire to prevent those relationships

from occurring or knew the interference was certain or substantially certain to occur
as a result of their conduct.
66.

Defendants’ conduct was independently tortious or unlawful, and their

interference proximately caused the Courtney Parties to sustain massive actual,
special, and consequential damages, for which sums the Courtney Parties hereby sue.
67.

Additionally, the Defendants’ unlawful conduct was committed

intentionally, knowingly, and with such malice that it entitles the Courtney Parties
to recover punitive or exemplary damages.
E.

BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY (AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)
68.

The Defendants also held and breached a fiduciary duty owed to the

Courtney Parties to keep confidential and not use for their self-interests and personal
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gain the PHI Notebook containing the confidential information of patients treated
by Dr. Courtney.
69.

Texas law recognizes an informal fiduciary or special relationship may

arise from a moral, social, or other relationship of confidence and trust. Here, each
and every Defendant knew and understood the highly confidential, sensitive,
federally and state-protected nature of the patient information they came into
possession of when they received the PHI Notebook. Indeed, and as noted above,
the Texas Medical Records Privacy Act specifically recognizes and holds that anyone
who comes into possession of protected health information is deemed a “covered
entity.” The establishment of a relationship of trust and confidence with respect to
the treatment and handling of the PHI Notebook is even more emphasized with
respect to McMurrey and Liebbe and other potential lawyer defendants because they
handle and deal with HIPAA and privacy statutes every day in their line of work. In
short, they know the law.
70.

Despite knowing the PHI Notebook contained confidential information

about patients treated by Dr. Courtney, and that Dr. Courtney also has a duty to
protect such information from disclosure, the Defendants breached their duties by
putting their self-interests first by using the PHI Notebook for the own personal gain
to the extreme detriment of the Courtney Parties, resulting in massive actual, special,
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and consequential damages, including lost profits and reputational harm, for which
sums the Courtney Parties hereby sue.
71.

The Courtney Parties are further entitled to recover punitive or

exemplary damages from the Defendants because their conduct was committed
knowingly, intentionally, with malice, and/or with gross negligence.
F.

CONSPIRACY (AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)
72.

The Defendants, along with other co-conspirators not yet or otherwise

named herein, were members of a combination of two or more persons whose
objective was to accomplish an unlawful purpose or a lawful purpose by unlawful
means, all of whom had a meeting of the minds on the objective or course of action.
One or more of the members of the conspiracy committed unlawful, overt acts to
further the object of the course of action, causing the Courtney Parties to sustain
massive actual, special, and consequential damages, including lost profits and
reputational harm, for which sums the Courtney Parties hereby sue.
VII.
PUNITIVE DAMAGES
73.

The foregoing unlawful conduct committed by all Defendants was

committed so outrageously, with malice, fraud, and/or moral culpability, or
alternatively with gross negligence, such that the law recognizes the Courtney
Parties’ rights to recover exemplary damages to not only penalize them for the
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unconscionable actions but to deter such conduct from occurring in the future.
Accordingly, the Courtney Parties seek recovery of punitive or exemplary damages
from each and every Defendant as determined by the trier of fact either under the
common law and/or under Chapter 41 of the Texas Civil Practices and Remedies
Code.
VIII.
PRAYER
Therefore, the Courtney Parties pray that upon final trial, the Courtney
Parties be awarded their actual, special, consequential, and/or exemplary damages,
attorneys’ fees, court costs, plus pre-judgment interest at the highest rate allowed by
law, plus post-judgment interest at the highest rate allowed by law, and all such other
and further relief to which they may be justly entitled.
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Respectfully submitted:
By:

/s/ Michael S. Alfred
Michael S. Alfred, Lead Attorney
State Bar No. 24014416
Jess C. Rickman III
State Bar No. 16884010
Hallett & Perrin, P.C.
1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 2400
Dallas, Texas 75202
(214) 922-4118 telephone
(214) 922-4142 fax
jrickman@hallettperrin.com
malfred@hallettperrin.com
efitch@hallettperrin.com
AND
Howard Shapiro
State Bar No. 18110800
The Shapiro Law Firm
701 E 15th Street, Suite 204
Plano, Texas 75074
(972)423-0033 Telephone
(972) 423-0077 Fax
familylaw@shapiro-law.net
Counsel for Defendants Stephen Courtney,
MD and Stephen Courtney, MD, PA
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that on the 21st day of March, 2018, a true and correct copy
of the foregoing was served upon all counsel of record as indicated below:
Price L. Johnson
Price@JohnsonBusinessLaw.com
The Johnson Law Firm
500 N. Akard, Suite 2150
Dallas, Texas 75201

[ ] U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Overnight Delivery
[ ] Certified
[ ] Fax
[ ] Email
[X] Electronic Delivery via E-Filing
/s/ Michael S. Alfred
Michael S. Alfred
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July 8, 2016

Via Certified Mail. Return Receipt Request.ed
7015 3010 000105956133
Dr. Stephen Courtney
Plano Orthopedic and Sports Medicine
5228 West Plano Parkway

Plano, 'Texas 75093
Re:

Bryan Taylor

Dear Dr. Courtney:
This notice of healthcare liability cla.i.tn :is being provided to you. in accordance with
Chapter 74 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code. Enclosed you will find the
Authorization Form for Releas~ of Protected Health Infonnation as requited by Section 74.052
of the Code.

\r
/

The basis of the claim is that you perfonned multiple unnecessary spine surgeries on
Bryan Taylor using Eminent Spine hardware. The Eminent Spine hardware was not used
properly_ The hardware broke and caused damages to Bryan Taylor~ The multiple surgeries you
petfonned on Bryan Taylor not only failed to address- the pathology causing Mr. Taylor"'s pain, it
worsened. his condition.

I am also enclosing a Section 74~052 medical authorization. 1n accordance with Chapter
74 of the Texas Civil Practice And Remedies Code,, please provide a complete and unaltered copy
of all of your :records pertaining to Bryan Taylor withi.tl 4 5 days from the date of receipt of this
notice.

·

To qVoid a malpractice lawsuit, I ro~t be notified by your insurance company that you
have given written consent to your insurance corupany to begin negotiation of an immediate
settlement.. If good f.aith pre-suit settlc:me.nt negotiations are not initiat~ then suit will be filed
following the expiration of sixty (60) days~

Floor
aria~, TX 752.04 • p: 214.7S3.478S •
Kelly~KLLawTexas.corn

f::

214.279.953 l

.. ·1c11y M.

Liebbe
Trial Attorney
July 18> 2016
Via Certified. Mail, Retul'Il Receipt Requested
7015 3010 0001 0595 6089
Dr. Stephen Courtney

Plano Orthopedic and Sports Medicine
5228 West Plano Parkway
Plano, Texas 75093

Re:

Alan Tarrant

Dear Dr. Gourtney:
This notice of healthcare liability claim is being provided to you in accordance with
Chapter 74 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code. Enclosed you will find the
Authorization Form for Release of Protected Health Information as required by Section 74.052
of the Code.
~

..

'\'

1E

p
., ...F" •

The basis of the claim is that you performed multiple unnecessary spine surgeries on
Alan Tarrant using Eminent Spine hardware. The Eminent Spine hardware was not used
properly. The hardware broke and caused damages to Alan Tarrant. The multiple surgeries you
perfonned on Alan Tarrant not only failed to address the pathology causing Mr. Tarrant's pain, it
worsened his condition.
I am also enclosing a Section 74.052 medical authorization. In accordanc~ with Chapter
74 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code, please provide a complete and unaltered copy
of all of your records pertaining to Alan Tarrant within 45 days from the date of receipt of this
notice.
To avoid a malpractice lawsuit, I must be notified by your insurance company that you
have given written consent to your .insurance company to begin negotiation of an immediate
settlement. If good faith pre-suit settlement negotiations are not initiated, then suit will be filed
following the expiration of sixty (60) days.

I

1·

Very truly yours,

Kelly M. Liebbe
encl.
cc: Via First Class Mail

William Dunnill
1010 W. Ralph Hall Parkway-2nd Floor
Rockwall, Texas 75032
2619

HIBERNIA STREET•

Dallas, TX 75204 • p: 214.753.4788 • f: 214.279.9531
Keliy@l<LLawTexas.com
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'Kelly ·M. Liebbe
.....rial Attorney

Vht Certified Mail, Return Receipt R<!Quei;ted
Dr- Stephen Courtnei.Y

Plano Orthopedic and Sports Medicine
5228 West Plano Part-way
l>lano, Texas 75093
Re:

Bethany Kendrick

Dear Dr. Courtney:

!

This notice of healthcare liability chum is being provided to you in 11
Cliapter 74 of the tc,xrui Civil Practice .ood RemtdJes Code. Enclosed yo will find the
Authori:ralion Form for Release of Proh:cted Health Inf0nt1atio11 a.s required by St:eti 11 74.052
of the Codi,.

.{
!

The basis. of lhc claitn is thu.l you perfoIU1ed unneecssaJY .spine .surg
KeJ><lrick using .Eminent Spine batdwarc. The Emincn1 Spfoe bardw(U'~ was no
The h.ardwpre bJOk<: end Clluscd datnagcs lo Bctl1any Kenddck. The surgery y

I

Bethany Kendrick not onJy· failed to tlcldress the ~tho1ogy causing Ms. K
worsened her condition.

I

!i

·

i.

I wn also enc1osing a Section 74.052 medical authorlution. In ACCOr
74 of the Te,cns Civil Pmctice and Remedies Code, pl~e p.r:ovido a complete 1m
of e.U of your records pertaining to Bethany Keitdtick within 45 days from the ate o
this notiQe,

I
I

!

TQ awid a malpractice lawsuit, I must be notified by your insurance
haVe given written consent to your fosurance co.tnpMty to begin negotiation
sclt)tmenC If good faith pre-!luit seUlement negotiations sro not initiaw.d, then.
following (he expiration of siXt)· (60) days.

f
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I

I

I

i
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Very truly yours,

encl,

~~
r

I
I

261 9 Hllll:.RNIA STR.EEr • Dallas~ TX 7S204 • p: 214. 753A788 .. f: 214 ;i!79. S:31

Kef ly@KLLaw:-r~J(as.com
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Jonathan Rute <jonathan.rute@gmall.com>
Tuesday, October 04, 2016 5:46 PM
kellylfebb~@lc;loud.com; Melissa Kingston
Case No. 219-03789-2016; In Re; Petition of Stephen P. Courtney, M.D.
Stephen P. Courtney, M,D.'s Reply to Jo11ath~n Rute's Response and Objections to
Petiifoh to Take Deposition Under Rule 202.pdf

?. '
r-"·
jenti

To:

Subject:
Attachments:

The latest edition of blame someone else...

Cheers
Jonathan
-------- Forwarded message --------

From: "Helena Gurtu 11 <hgurtu@keudalllawgroup.com>
Date: Oct 4, 2016 5:03 PM
Subject; Case No. 219-03789~2016; In Re: Petition of Stephen P. Courtney, M.D.
To: 11 jonathan.rute@gmail.com11 <ionathan.rute@gmajl.com>
Cc: "Jody Rudman" <jrudman@kendaJllawgroup.com>

Mr. Rote:

\

......./

.Y

Please see the attached Petitioner,s Reply to Respondent's Response and Objections to Petition to Talce.
Deposition Under Rule 202. that was filed today in the above-reference matter.

Thanks!

Helena L. Gurtu
Paralegal

Kendall Law Group, PLLC
I

r

3'.232 McKinney Avenue

)

.

--Suite 700
1

CAM 000574

I
I
I

Dallas, Texas 75204

.. : ····{elephone: 214-744-3000
\ ~
... lac simile: 214~744-3015
hgurtu@kendallla.~group.com
www.kendalll~wgroup.com

Confidentiality Notice: The information or documents contained in this email may contain information that is
attorney work product, attorney-client privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. It is
intended solely for the addressee. If you are not the intended recipient. any disclosure, copying, distribution. or
any action or act of forbearance taken in reliance in it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. A:ny views expressed
in this em.ail are those of the individual sendert except where the sender specifically $lates them to be the views
of the Kendall Law Group, PLLC or of any of its affiliates or subsidiaries.
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Jonathon Rute. ..;johr1than,rute~91nail.com>
TL1~dayi dctober 04, 2016 l;B1 PM

·

Millissij Kh1gstan
lnform11tipn fo.r Cameron
291i5.,9 ..2a: (DCH1/H27~2 B1.. MT, AT( ICT ~ "DK' Or!o_h,al Petltlon).pdf·

I think fa of interest- to you and Dl'i Catmpdy.,.
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9/28/2016 4:19:32 PM
FELICIA PITRE
DISTRICT CLERK

DC-16-12792
Cause No. _ _ _ __
BRYAN TAYLOR,
MELISSA TAYLOR,
ALAN TARRANT,
KRISTITARRANT,&
BETHANY KENDRICK.
Plaintiffs

Marissa Pittman

§
§
§
§
§
§

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT

§

JUDICIAL DISTRICT

§
§

vs.
BAYLOR SCOTT & WHITE
MEDICAL CENTER-FRISCO,
STEPHEN COURTNEY, M.D.,
EMINENT SPINE, LLC,
GTR MEDICAL GROUP, LLC, and
MONITORING CONCEPTS
MANAGEMENT, LLC
D~fendants

§

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS
§

PLAINTIFFS' ORIGINAL PETITION
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:
COME NOW, Bryan Taylor, Melissa Taylor, Alan Tarrant, Kristi Tarrant, and Bethany
Kendrick complaining of Baylor Scott & White Medical Center-Frisco, Stephen Courtney, M.D.,
Eminent Spine LLC, GTR Medical Group LLC, and Monitoring Concepts Management, LLC,
Defendants, and would show the Court and jury as follows:

I. DISCOVERY CONTROL PLAN
1.01

Plaintiffs request that discovery be conducted under Level 3, Tox.R.CIV.P.

190.4(a).

Il. PARTIES

2.01

Plaintiffs Bryan Taylor and Melissa Taylor are and at all times material were

residents of Grayson County, Texas.

PLAINTIFFS' ORIGINAL PETITION
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Plaintiffs Alan Tarrant and Kristi Tarrant are and at all times material were

2.02

residents of Collin County, Texas.
2.03

Plaintiff Bethany Kendrick is and at all times material was a resident of Collin

County, Texas.
2.04

Defendant Baylor Scott & White Medical Center-Frisco was at all times a

healthcare provider and business entity organized and existing under the laws of the State of Texas
and doing business in Collin County, Texas. This Defendant may be served with process by
serving its Chief Executive Officer William A. Keaton, 5601 Warren Parkway, Frisco, Collin
County, Texas 75034.
2.05

Defendant Stephen Courtney, M.D. was at all times a medical doctor licensed to

practice medicine in the State of Texas who held himself out as a specialist in spine surgery. This
Defendant may be served with process at his place of business 5228 West Plano Parkway, Plano,
Collin County, Texas 75093.
2.06

Defendant Eminent Spine LLC was at all times a medical device company and

business entity organized and existing under the laws of the State of Texas doing business in Collin
County. This Defendant may be served with process by serving its President and registered agent,
David B. Freehill at 7200 North Interstate Highway 35, Building 1, Georgetown, Williamson
County, Texas 78626.
2.07

Defendant GTR Medical Group, LLC was at all times a medical device

distributorship and business entity organized and existing under the laws of the State of Texas
doing business in Collin County. This Defendant may be served with process by serving its
registered agent Brenton Robert Courtney at 5960 West Parker Road, Suite 278, Plano, Collin
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County, Texas 75093.

2.08

Defendant Monitoring Concepts Management, LLC was at all times an

intraoperative neurophysiological monitoring company and business entity organized and existing
under the laws of the State of Texas doing business in Dallas County. This Defendant may be
served with process by serving its registered agent National Registered Agents Inc. at 1999 Bryan
St., Ste. 900, Dallas, TX 75201.

Ill. JURISDICTION, VENUE AND TEXAS MEDICAL LIABILITY
AND INSURANCE IMPROVEMENT ACT

3.01

Plaintiffs' causes of action are within the jurisdictional limits of this Court. TEX.

R. Crv. P. 47.
3.02

Venue is proper in Dallas County, Texas because the Dallas County is the county in

which the principal office of Defendant Monitoring Concepts Management, LLC is located. TEX.

CN. PRAC. & REM. CODE§ 15.002(3).
3.03

Plaintiffs' claims are brought in accordance with Chapter 74 of the Civil Practice &

Remedies Code, the Texas Medical Liability and !nsurance Improvement Act.

3.04

Plaintiffs have given notice to Defendants of their intention to assert a healthcare

liability claim arising from the care and treatment provided to Bryan Taylor, Alan Tarrant and
Bethany Kendrick, in accord~ce with Chapter 7 4 of the Civil Practice and Remedies Code; all
conditions precedent have been met or satisfied.

3.05

Plaintiffs aver that the Damage Limitation provisions contained in Chapter 74 of

the Civil Practice & Remedies Code are unconstitutional under the Unites States Constitution
anp/or the Constitution of the State of Texas.

IV.
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4.01

Eminent Spine LLC manufactures and designs surgical spine devices: Eminent

Spine LLC is a "Physician Owned Distributorship". It is owned by Defendant Stephen Courtney,
M.D. GTR Medical Group LLC is owned by Defendant Stephen Courtney's son, Brenton Robeit
.Courtney. GTR Medical Group distributes Eminent Spine LLC devices to hospitals, including
Defendant Baylor Scott & White Medical Center at Frisco. Baylor Scott & White Medical Center
Frisco is a physician owned hospital. Defendant Courtney is a shareholder of Defendant Baylor
Scott & White Medical Center Frisco. Defendant Monitoring Concepts billed for allegedly
providing neuro-monitoring during the surgeries by Defendant Stephen Courtney at Baylor Scott
& White Medical Center-Frisco.

4.02

The "PYTHON" is a spine implant designed and manufactured by Eminent Spine,

LLC. According to the FDA, the "PYTHON" is classified as an intervertebral fusion device with
bone graft. The PYTHON is a model of the Eminent Spine Interbody Fusion System. Defendant
Eminent Spine, LLC sought Food and Drug Administration ("FDA") clearance to market the
Eminent Spine Interbody Fusion System, which included the PYTHON device and/or its
components, under Section 51 O(k) of the Medical Device Amendment. On or about April 9, 2009,
Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC obtained FDA clearance to
market the Eminent Spine Interbody Fusion System, which included the PYTHON and/or its
components, under Section 51 O(k) of the Medical Device Amend~ent. Section 51 O(k) allows
marketing of medical devices if the device is deemed substantially equivalent to other legally
marketed predicate devices without formal review for the safety or efficacy of said device. This
device was specifically approved by the FDA only "for use with supplemental fixation". The FDA·
Premarket Notification Predicate Devices included: (1) LT-Cage Pe~k Lumbar Tapered Fusion
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Device by Medtronic, (2) BAK Cage, (3) RAY Threaded Fusion Cage, (4) Lumbar J/F Cage by
DePuy, (5) BACK/C, (6) Affinity Cage System, (7) Zeus Cages, (8) MC+ Partial VBR, and (9)
Crystal. The PYTH(?N was specifically approved as a "substantial equivalent" for these devices.
These devices are spinal cages, but th~ PYTHON is not a spinal cage. Once again, the PYTHON
was approved by the FDA specifically for use with supplemental fixation and was not approved to
be used as a stand-alone fusion device. However, the Tech Manual does not include any
instructions for putting in supplemental fixation. This is directly contradictory to the PYTHON' s
FDA approved use and is therefore a non-approved, off-label use. In addition, the PYTHON was
not approved to be used as a nuclear replacement device.

4.03

Monitoring Concepts Management, LLC is an intraoperative neurophysiological

monitoring company that provides surgical monitoring services. These services are provided by
sending Monitoring Concepts Management, LLC employees (technicians) to specific surgical
suites to monitor the surgical process being performed. The purpose of intraoperative monitoring
is stated as such on Monitoring Concepts Management, LLC's website:
Intraoperative Neurophysiological Monitoring can provide vital information to the surgeon
aiding in the prevention of permanent neurological deficits that can occur during surgery
that may otherwise go undetected. In some instances complications during surgery can be
detected and corrected at the time of surgery lessening the chances of repeating the
procedure, aiding in keeping costs down to the facility and third party payors. Monitoring
also can aid in accurate placement of spinal hardware and implants such as pedide screws.
Currently monitoring is being utilized for Cardiac, Cardio-Thoracic, Neuro, Orthopedics,
and Plastic Surgery to name a few.
Representatives and/or technicians from Monitoring Concepts Management, LLC were present in
the surgical suite during PYTHON insertion in: Bryan Taylor on January 16, 2015 & March 23,
2015; Alan Tarrant on October 29, 2010, December 13, 2010, & June 6, 2011; and Bethany
Kendrick on May 12, 2014. These technicians allegedly provided neuro-monitoring. Monitoring
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Concepts Management, LLC billed plaintiffs for its services.
4.04

On January 16, 2015, Bryan Taylor presented to Baylor Scott & White Medical

Center-Frisco for L4-L5 microdiskectomy with possible cage and decompression by Defendant
Courtney. The consent fonn did not include surgical fusion. A representative of Defendant
Monitoring Concepts Management, LLC was present during the entire surgery and billed to
monitor Mr. Taylor during surgery. However, this monitoring was not reasonable or necessary,
and there is ·no evidence that monitoring was actually performed. Defendant Courtney's operative
report included decompression of L4-L5 nerve roots, application of 11mm Python Eminent Spine
Interbody Fusion Cage, and posterior interbody fusion. Defendant Courtney surgically inserted
an Eminent Spine Python device at Bryan Taylor's L4-L5 level without supplemental fixation to
immobilize the spine. Since Defendant Courtney failed to use supplemental fixation to im.rp.obilize
the spine, the Python migrated out of place causing damage to the surrounding tissue. This damage
caused permanent pain, suffering and disfigurement.

On March 23, 2015, Dr. Courtney

performed a second operation on Bryan Taylor at Baylor Scott & White Medical Center Frisco.
The procedures performed on the .operative report include (1) right L3 and L4 foraminotomy, (2)
right L4 and L5 foraminotomy, (3) placement of lumbar interbody fusion cage, and (4) spinal cord
monitoring. A representative of Defendant Monitoring Concepts Management, LLC was present
during the entire surgery and billed to ~onitor Mr. Taylor during surgery, yet did not actually
monitor Mr. Taylor during surgery. This surgery also failed. On October 29, 2015, Plaintiff
Bryan Taylor had subsequent surgery by Dr. Arak:al due to the failed surgeries by Defendant
Courtney.
4.05

\

On October 29, 2010, Alan Tarrant presented to Baylor Scott & White Medical
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Center Frisco for surgery by Defendant Courtney. Defendant Courtney placed a Python device at
L4/L5 and one at L5/S 1 without supplemental fixation on either level. Since the spine was not
immobilized with supplemental fixation, the devices migrated out of place requiring more surgery.
A representative/technician of Defendant Monitoring Concepts Management, LLC was present
during the entire surgery and billed to monitor during surgery. However, this monitoring was not
reasonabl~ or necessary, and there is no evidence that monitoring was actually performed. On
December 13, 2010 at Defendant Baylor Scott & White Medical C~nter Frisco, Defendant
Courtney replaced the L4/L5 Python with a larger Python. Defendant also added an Eminent Spine
Diamondback Screw system at both levels. A representative of Defendant Monitoring Concepts
Management, LLC was present during the entire surgery and billed to monitor Mr. Tarrant during
surgery, yet did not actually monitor Mr. Tarrant during surgery. Both devices again failed due to
the lack of appropriate placement and lack of supplemental fixation. Since this second surgery also
failed, Defendant Courtney took Plaintiff Tarrant back to the operating room at Baylor on June 6,
•

I

2011. On this third surgery, Defendant Courtney replaced both Python devices with larger
Eminent Spine Cottonmouth devices. The hardware used in this third surgery broke. On October 6,
2011, Dr. Louis Mignucci removed the broken hardware and replaced it with new p~dicle screws.
4.06

On May 12, 2014, Bethany Kendrick presented to Baylor Scott & White Medical

Center Frisco for surgery by Defendant Courtney. Defendant Courtney inserted an Eminent
Spine Python device at L5/S1, again, without supplemental fixation to immobilize the spine. A
representative of Defendant Monitoring Concepts Management, LLC was present during the entire
surgery and billed to monitor during surgery. However, this monitoring was not reasonable or
necessary, and there is no evidence that monitoring was actually performed. The hardware failed.
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A fusion .did not take place because Defendant Courtney failed to use supplemental fixation.
Bethany Kendrick had subsequent surgery by Dr. Keith Gill to remove the broken hardware placed
by Defendant Courtney.
V.

CLAIMS AGAINST BAYLOR SCOTT & WIDTE MEDICAL CENTER-FRISCO

Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate the allegations contained in Section IV.
5.01

Defendant, Baylor Scott & White Medical Center-Frisco, had a duty to use

reasonable care in formulating the policies and procedures that governs its .medical staff and
non-physician personnel. A hospital using reasonable care in formulating its protocols, policies,
and procedures that govern its medical staff would prevent excessive and unnecessary surgeries
not in the patients' best interest. Reasonable and ethical surgical hospitals are required to have
policies in place to ensure the best interest of their patients. Baylor Scott & White Medical Center
Frisco breached these standards of care by either not having such policies in place or failing to
provide effective peer-review to protect the best interests o_f their vulnerable and captive patient
population. In formulating policies and procedures that govern medical staff, a reasonable hospital
must err on the side of safety, especially when it comes to the health, safety and welfare of surgical
patients. In formulating policies and procedures, a hospital must seek to reduce risk and ensure
safety to prevent unnecessary surgery. Baylor Scott & White Medical Center-Frisco failed to have
reasonable protocols, policies and procedures in place to prevent Defendant Courtney from
performing multiple failed surgeries on patients. The negligence of Baylor Scott & White Medical
Center-Frisco was a proximate cause of the harm to Plaintiffs.
5.02

Defendant Baylor Scott & White Medical Center had a duty to exercise reasonable

care in the selection and retention of physicians who are granted staff privileges. Defendant
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Baylor had actual knowledge that Defendant Stephen Courtney, M.D. was performing surgery on
patients with his own Eminent Spine hardware at Balor Scott & White Medical Center Frisco.
Defendant Baylor had actual knowledge that Defendant Courtney was using the Eminent Spine
hardware (the Python) in a manner unapproved by the FDA, which was known to fail and cause
harm to patients. Defendant Baylor had actual knowledge that Defendant Stephen Courtney,
M.D. was using Eminent Spine hardware in a manner known to fail and cause more damage to
patients.

Defendant Baylor is therefore negligent for the retention of Defendant Stephen

Courtney, M.D.'s staff privileges to perform surgery.
5.03

Defendant Baylor $cott & White Medical Center Frisco was grossly negligent

because of the extreme degree of risk, considering the probability and magnitude of the potential
harm to others; and because Defendant had actual, subjective awareness of the risk involved, but
nevertheless proceeded with conscious indifference to the rights, safety, or welfare of others.
VI. CLAIMS AGAINST DEFENDANT STEPHEN COURTNEY, M.D.

Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate the allegations contained in Section IV.
6.01

At all times material, Defendant Stephen Courtney, M.D. was a physician licensed

under the laws of the State of Texas who held himself out to the public and to Plaintiffs as well
qualified in the field of spinal surgery. Defendant Stephen Courtney, M.D. further held himself
out to the public and to Plaintiffs as a specialist possessing the same level of skills and expertise as
any other spine surgeon.
6.02

At all times material Defendant Courtney, M.D. had a duty to provide Bryan

Taylor, Alan Tarrant, and Bethany Kendrick with the accepted minimum standards of care and
treatment for a spine specialist in the proper treatment under all relevant circumstances.
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6.03

Defendant Courtney was negligent and any or all of the following acts and/or

omissions fell below the accepted minimum standards of care:
a.
b.

c.
d.

failing to perform the least invasive and safest surgery possible without the use of
surgical device implants;
failing to disclose his financial interest in Eminent Spine LLC, and GTR Medical
Group LLC;
failing to obtain informed consent for spine fusion;
failing to use Eminent Spine devices in the FDA approved manner.

As a result of the negligence of Defendant Courtney, M.D ., Plaintiffs suffered from spine
damage. If Dr. Courtney had not breach the minimum standard of care, then Bryan Taylor, Alan
Tarrant and Bethany Kendrick would not have permanent spine damage.
6.04

Defendant Stephen Courtney, M.D. was grossly negligent because of the extreme

degree of risk, considering the probability and magnitude of the potential harm to others; and
because Defendant had actual, subjective awareness of the risk involved, but nevertheless
proceeded with conscious indifference to the rights, safety, or welfare of others.

VII.

CLAIMS AGAINST EMINENT SPINE, LLC AND GTR MEDICAL GROUJ>, LLC

Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate the allegations contained in Section IV.
A. Negligence
7.01

At all times releyant hereto, Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical

Group, LLC were u~der a duty to act reasonably to design, develop, manufacture, market and sell
a product that did not present a risk of harm or injury to the Plaintiffs and to those people receiving
the PYTHON.
7.02

At the time of manufacture and sale of the PYTHON, Defendants Eminent Spine,

LLC and GTRMedical G!oup, LLC knew or reasonably should have known that the PYTHON:
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a. Was designed and manufactured in. such a manner so as to present an unreasonable risk
of migration when used without supplemental fixation;
b. Was designed and manufactured so as to present an unreasonable risk of migration of the
device and/or portions of the device; and/or
c. Was designed and manufactured to have unreasonable and insufficient strength or
structural integrity to withstand normal placement within the human body wheri used
without supplemental fixation.
7.03

Defendants Eminent· Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC breached their

duty of reasonable care and were negligent in:
a. Unreasonably and carelessly failing to properly warn of the dangers and risks of harm
associated with the PYTHON, specifically its incidents of migration, and other failures;
b. Unreasonably and carelessly manufactured a product that was insufficient in strength or
structural integrity to withstand the foreseeable use of normal placement within the human
body when used without supplemental fixation;
c. Unreasonably and carelessly designed a product that was insufficient in strength or
structural integrity to withstand the foreseeable use of normal placement within the human
body when used without supplemental fixation;
d. Unreasonably and carelessly designed a product that presented a risk of harm to
Plaintiffs and others similarly situated in that it was prone to fail; and
e. Failing to include the proper FDA-approved usage instructions in the Tech Manual by
not instructing the implanting physician to use supplemental fixation and therefore
promoting an off-label use of the PYTHON.
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7.04

As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of Defendants Eminent Spine,

LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC, as described herein, Plaintiffs have suffered and will
continue to suffer serim.1$ physical injuries, pain and suffering, mental anguish, medical expenses,
economic loss, loss of enjoyment oflife, disability, and other losses, in an amount to be determined
at trial.
B. Strict Product Liability- Failure to Warn

7.05

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR. Medical Group, LLC designed, set

specifications, manufactured, prepared, compounded, assembled, processed, marketed, labeled,
distributed, and sold the PYTHON, including the ones inserted into Plaintiffs, into the stream of
commerce and' in the course of same, directly advertised and marketed the device to consumers or
persons responsible for consumers.
7.06

At the time, Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC

designed, manufactured, prepared, compounded, assembled, processed, marketed, labeled,
distributed, and sold the device into the stream of commerce, Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and
GTR Medical Group, LLC knew or should have known the device presented an unreasonable
danger to users of the product when put to its intended and reasonably anticipated use as marketed.
7.07

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC knew or should

have known at the time they manufactured, labeled, distributed and sold the PYTHON, which was
inserted in Plaintiffs, that the device posed a significant risk of device failure (migration) and
resulting serious injuries.
7.08

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC had a duty to warn

of the risk of harm associated with the use of the device and to pro_vide adequate instructions on the
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safe and proper use of the device. Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC
further had a duty to warn of dangers and proper safety instructions that it became aware of even
after the devices were distributed and inserted in Plaintiffs.
7.09

Defendants Em~nent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC failed to

adequately warn of material facts regarding the safety and efficacy of the PYTHON, and further
failed to adequately provide instructi<?ns on the safe and proper use of the device in the Tech
Manual. These failures rendered the PYTHON umeasonably dangerous to Plaintiffs, specifically
because the instructions did not specify that supplemental fixation must be utilized in order for the
PYTHON to be FDA compliant.
7.10

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC promoted an

off-label use of the PYTHON by including faulty instructions in the Tech Manual, which led
Plaintiffs and the medical community to falsely believe that the PYTHON is a spinal cage that may
be inserted without supplemental fixation.
7.11

No patient would have consented to the use of the device in the manner directed and

marketed by Eminent Spine and GTR, had those facts been made known to the ultimate users of
the device.
7.12

The health risks associated with the device as described herein are of such a nature

that ordinary consumers would not have readily recognized the potential harm.
7.13

The PYTHON devices inserted in Plaintiffs were defective and umeasonably

dangerous at the time of release into the stream of commerce due to inadequate warnings, labeling
and/or instructions accompanying the product.
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7.14

The PYTHON devices inserted in Plaintiffs were in the same condition as when

they were manufactured, inspecte~ marketed, labeled, promoted, distributed and sold by
Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC.
7.15

As a direct and proximate result oflack of sufficient warning and/or instructions by

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC, Plaintiffs have suffered and will
continue to suffer serious physical injuries, pain and suffering, mental anguish, medical expenses,
economic loss, loss of enjoyment oflife, disability, and other losses, in an amount to be determined
at trial.
C. Strict Product Liability - Defective Design
7.15

At all times relevant to this action, Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR

Medical Group, LLC developed, tested, designed, manufactured, inspected, labeled, promoted,
distributed and sold into the stream of commerce the PYTHON, including the ones inserted in
Plaintiffs ..

7.16

The PYTHON was expected to, and did, reach its intended consumers without

substantial change in the condition in which it was in when it left the possession of Defendants
Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC. In the alternative, any changes that were
made to PYTHON inserted in Plaintiffs were reasonably foreseeable to Defendants Eminent
Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC.
7.17

The PYTHON devices inserted in Plaintiffs were defective m design in the

following ways:
a. They failed to perform as safely as persons who ordinarily use the product would have
expected at the time of use; and
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b. Their risks of harm exceeded their claimed benefits.

7.18

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC knew that safer

alternative designs were available, which would have prevented or significantly reduced the risk of
the injury presented by PYTHON. Further, it was economically and technologically feasible at the
time the device left the control of the Defendants to prevent or reduce the risk of such a dangerous
event by application of existing, or reasonably achievable, scientific knowledge.

7.19

Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs' health care providers used the PYTHON in a manner that

was reasonably foreseeable to Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC.

7.20

Plaintiffs could not have, by the exercise of reasonable care, discovered the

device's defective condition or perceived its unreasonable dangers prior to Plaintiffs' insertion of
the PYTHON devices.

7.21

The defective design of the PYTHON was a producing cause of Plaintiffs' injuries.

7.22

As a result of the PYTHON's defective design, Plaintiffs have suffered and will

continue to suffer serious physical injuries, pain and suffering, mental anguish, medical expenses,
economic loss, loss of enjoyment oflife, disability, and other losses, in an amount to be determined
at trial.

D. Strict Liability- Manufacturing Defect
7 .23

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC designed, set

specifications,. manufactured, prepared, compounded, assembled, processed, marketed, labeled,
distributed, and sold the PYTHON devices that were inserted in Plaintiffs.
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7.24

At the time it left the control and possession of Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC

and GTR Medical Group, L~C, the PYTHON devices inserted in Plaintiffs contained a deviation
from design that rendered it unreasonably dangerous.
7 .25

Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs' health care providers used the device in a ma°:Iler that was

reasonably foreseeable to Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC.
7.26

The manufacturing defect of the PYTHON was a producing cause of Plaintiffs'

injuries.
7.27

As a result of the PYTHON's manufacturing defect, Plaintiffs have suffered and

will continue to suffer serious physical injuries, pain and suffering, ·mental anguish,· medical

expenses, economic loss, loss of enjoyment of life, disability, and other losses, in an amount to be
determined at trial.
E. Breach of Express Warranty
7.28

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC breached express

warranties under the Texas Business and Commerce Code §2.313.
7.29

Plaintiffs, through their medical providers, purchased the PYTHON from

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC.
7.30

At the time and place of sale, distribution, and supply of the PYTHON to Plaintiffs,

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC expressly represented and
warranted that the PYTHON was safe.
7.31

Plaintiffs relied on these representations in determining which spine implant device

to use for insertion in Plaintiffs.
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7.32

At the time of Plaintiff's purchase from Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR

Medical Group, LLC, the PYTHON was not safe, in that:
a. It was designed in such a manner so as to be prone to an unreasonably high incident of
migration; and
b. It was manufactured in such a manner so that the PYTHON was inadequately,
improperly, and inappropriately designed, causing the device to fail.
7.33

The PYTHON was unfit and unsafe for use by users as it posed an unreasonable

and extreme risk of injury to persons using said product, and accordingly, Defendants Eminent
Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC breached their expressed warranties associated with
the product.
7.34

As a direct and proximate result of the PYTHON's defects, as des~ribed herein,

Plaintiffs have suffered and will continue to suffer serious physical injuries;' pain and suffering,
mental anguish, medical expenses, economic loss, loss of enjoyment of life, disability, and other
losses, in an amount to be determined at trial.

F. Breach of Implied Warranties of Merchantability and Fitness for a Particular Purpose
7.35

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC breached the

implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose under the Texas
Business and Commerce Code §§2.314 and2.315.
7.36

Plaintiffs, through their medical providers, purchased the PYTHON from

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC.
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7.37

At all times material to this cause of action, Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and

GTR Medical Group, LLC were merchants of goods of the kind including medical devices and
spine implant devices (like the PYTHON).
7.38

At the time and place of sale, distribution, and supply of the PYTHON to Plaintiffs,

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC impliedly warranted that the
product was reasonably fit for its intended and marketed purpose and was of marketable quality.
7.39

At the time the PYTHON left the possession of Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC

and GTR Medical Group, LLC, and at the time of Plaintiffs' purchase from Defendants Eminent
Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC, the PYTHON was not in a merchantable condition, in
that:
a. It was designed in such a manner so as to be prone to an unreasonably high incident of
migration; and
b. It was manufactured in such a manner so the PYTHON was inadequately, improperly
and inappropriately designed causing the device to fail.
7.40

Additionally, implied warranties were breached as follows:

a. Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC failed to provide the
warning or instruction and/or an adequate warning or instruction which a manufacturer
exercising reasonable care would have provided concerning that risk, in light of the
likelihood that the PYTHON would cause harm;
b. Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC manufactured and/or
sold the PYTHON device and that device did not conform to representations made by
Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC when it left their control;
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c. Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR M~dical Group, LLC manufactured and/or
sold the PYTHON that was more dangerous than an ordinary consumer would expect when
used in an intended or reasonably foreseeable manner, and the foreseeable risks associated
with the PYTHON design or formulation exceeded the benefits associated with that design. .
These defects existed at the time the product left the control of Defendants Eminent Spine,
LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC; and
d. Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC manufactured and/or
sold the PYTHON when ·it deviated in a material way from the design specifications,
formulas or performance standards or form otherwise identical units manufactured to the
same design specifications, formulas, or performance standards, and these defects existed
at the time the product left the control of Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR
Medical Group, LLC.

7.41

Further, the marketing of the PYTHON by Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and

GTR Medical Group, LLC was false and/or misleading. As outlined above, the marketing of the
Python by Eminent Spine and GTR was defective and "off label". The marketing was in violation
of FDA clearances.
7.42

Plaintiffs relied on these representations in determining which spine implant to use

for insertion in the Plaintiffs.
7.43

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC's spine implant

was unfit and unsafe for use by users as it posed an unreasonable and extreme risk of injury to
persons using said products, and accordingly Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical
Group, LLC breached the implied warranties associated with the product.
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7.44·

As a direct and proximate result of the PYTHON's defects, as described herein,

Plain.tiffs have suffered and will continue to suffer serious physical injuries, pain and suffering,
mental anguish, medical expenses, economic loss," loss of enjoyment of life, disability, and other
losses, in an amount to be determined at trial.
G. Negligent Misrepresentation

7.45

At all times relevant to this cause, and as detailed above, Defendants Eminent

Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC negligently provided Plaintiffs and the general medical
community with false or incorrect information, or omitted or failed to disclose material
in.formation concerning the PYTHON, including, but not limited to, misrepresentations relating to
the following subject areas:
a. The safety of the PYTHON;
b. The efficacy of the PYTHON;
c. The rate of failure of the PYTHON; and
d. The approved uses of the PYTHON.
7.46

The information distributed by Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical

Group, LLC to the public, and the medical community was in the form of reports, press releases,
advertising campaigns, labeling materials, print advertisements, commercial media containing
material represen~ations, which were false and misleading, and contained omissions and
·,

concealment of the truth about the dangers of the use of the PYTHON. These materials included
instructions for use that was inserted in Plaintiffs. This also included failure to include the
necessity of using supplemental fixation during insertion of the PYTHON in the Tech Manual.
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This omission constitutes promoting an off-label use of the PYTHON, in violation of the 510(k)
approval.
7.47

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC did not exercise

reasonable care or competence in communicating the information. Defendants Eminent Spine,
LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC made the foregoing misrepresentations knowing that they
were false or without reasonable basis.
7.48

The· intent and purpose of Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical

Group, LLC in making these representations was to deceive and defraud the public and the
medical community; to gain the confidence of the public and the medical community; to falsely
assure them of the quality of the PYTHON a~d its fitness for use; and to induce the public and the
medical community to request, recommend, prescribe, implant, purchase, and continue to use the
PYTHON.
7.49

The foregoing representations and omissions by Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC

and GTR Medical Group, LLC were in fact false. The PYTHON is not safe, fit, and effective for
human use in its intended and reasonably foreseeable manner. The use of the PYTHON is
hazardous to the user's health, and said device has a serious propensity to cause users to suffer
serious injuries, including without limitation, the injuries Plaintiffs suffered.
7.50

In reliance upon the false and negligent misrepresentations and omissions made by

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC, Plaintiffs were induced to, and
did use the PYTHON, thereby causing Plaintiffs to sustain severe and permanent personal injuries.
7.51

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC knew and had

reason to know that Plaintiffs did not have the ability to determine the true facts intentionally
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and/or negligently concealed and misrepresented by Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR
Medical Group, LLC.

7.52

Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC had sole access to

material facts concerning the defective nature of the product and its propensity to cause serious and
dangerous side effects in the form of dangerous injuries and damages to persons who are implanted
with the PYTHON.
7.53

At the time Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC failed

to disclose and misrepresented the foregoing facts, and at the time Plaintiffs were implanted with
the PYTHON devices, Plaintiffs were unaware of said Defendants' negligent misrepresentations
and omissions.

7.54

Plaintiffs reasonably relied upon the foregoing misrepresentations and omissions

made by Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group, LLC where the concealed and
misrepresented facts were critical to understanding the true dangers inherent in the use of the
PYTHON.

7.55

As a direct and proximate result of Plaintiffs' reliance on the foregoing

misrepresentations and omissions by Defendants Eminent Spine, LLC and GTR Medical Group,
LLC, Plaintiffs have suffered and will continue to suffer serious physical injuries, pain and
suffering, mental anguish, medical expenses, economic loss, loss of enjoyment of life, disability,
and other losses, in an amount to be determined at trial.
VIII.

CLAIMS AGAINST MONITORING CONCEPTS MANAGEMENT,

LLC

Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate the allegations contained in Section IV.

8.01

At all times relevant hereto, Defendant Monitoring Concepts Management, LLC
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was under a duty to act reasonably and provide medical monitoring treatment to Plaintiffs if such
medical monitoring treatment was necessary.

8.02

Somatosensory Evoked Potentials (SSEP) monitoring was allegedly utilized during

Defendant Courtney's surgeries on Plaintiffs by Defendant Monitoring Concepts Management,
I

LLC. In general, SSEP monitoring is used to provide information during surgical pr9cedures using
supplemental fixation or pedicle screws to ensure that the spinal cord is not compromised.

8.03

SSEP monitoring is not necessary during surgeries whereby supplemental fixation

or pedicle screws is not utilized. It is not reasonable or necessary to utilize SSEP during the
surgical cases on Plaintiffs by Defendant Courtney.

8.04

Defendant Monitoring Concepts Management LLC breached its duty of reasonable

care and was negligent in failing to provide reasonable and necessary treatment to Plaintiffs and
for fraudulently providing monitoring services simply for financial gain.

8.05

As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of Defendant Monitoring

Management Concepts LLC, as described herein, Plaintiffs have suffered and will continue to
suffer serious physical injuries, pain and suffering, mental anguish, medical expenses, economic
loss, loss of enjoyment of life, disability, and other losses, in an amount to be determined at trial.

IX.DAMAGES

9.01

As a direct and proximate result of the negligent acts and omissions of Defendants,

Plaintiff Bryan Taylor suffered the following damages:
a. Physical pain and mental anguish sustained in the past;
b. Physical pain and mental anguish that, in reasonable probability, plaintiff will sustain

in the future;
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c. Loss of earning capacity sustained in the past;
d. Loss of earning capacity that, in reasonab~e probability, plaintiff will sustain in the
future;
e. Disfigurement sustained in the past;
f.

Disfigurement that, in reasonable probability, plaintiff will sustain in the future;

g. Physical impairment sustained in the past;
h. Physical impairment that, in reasonable probability, plaintiff will sustain in the future;
1.

Medical care expenses incurred in the past;

J.

Medical care expenses that, in reasonable probability, plaintj.ffwill incur in the future.

9.02

As a direct and proximate result of the negligent acts and omissions of Defendants,

Plaintiff Melissa Taylor suffered the following damages:
a. Loss of household services sustained in the past;
b. Loss of household services that, in reasonable probability, plaintiff will sustain in the
future
C.

Loss of consortium sustained in the past;

d. Loss of consortium that, in reasonable probability, plaintiff will sustain in the future.
9.03

As a direct and proximate result of the negligent acts and omissions of Defendants,

Plaintiff Alan Tarrant suffered the following damages:
a. Physical pain and mental anguish sustained in ~he past;
b. Physical pain and mental anguish that, in reasonable probability, plaintiff will sustain
in the future;
c. Loss of earning capacity sustained in the past;
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d. Loss of earning capacity that, in reasonable probability, plaintiff will sustain in the
future;
e. Disfigurement sustained in the past;
f.

Disfigurement that, in reasonable probability, plaintiff will sustain in the future;

g. Physical impairment sustained in the past;
h. Physical impairment that, in reasonable probability, plaintiff will sustain in the future;
1.

Medical care expenses incurred in the past;

j. Medical care expenses that, in reasonable probability, plaintiff will incur in the future.
9.04

As a direct and proximate result of the negligent acts and omissions of Defendants,

PlaintiffKristi Tarrant suffered the following damages:
a. Loss of household services sustained in the past;
b. Loss of household services that, in reasonable probability, plaintiff will sustain in the

future;
c. Loss of consortium sustained in the past;

d. Loss of consortium that, in reasoµable probability, plaintiff will sustain in the future.
9.05

As a direct and proximate result of the negligent acts and omissions of Defendants,

Plaintiff Bethany Kendrick suffered the following damages:
a. Physical pain and mental anguish sustained in the past;
b. Physical pain and mental anguish that, in reasonable probability, plaintiff will sustain

in. the future;
c. Loss of earning capacity sustained in the past;
d. Loss of earning capacity that, in reasonable probability, plaintiff will sustain in the
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future;
e. Disfigurement sustained in the past;
f.

Disfigurement that, in reasonable probability, plaintiff will sus~ain in the future;

g. . Physical impairment sustained in the past;
h. Physical impairment.that, in reasonable probability, plaintiff will sustain in the future;
1.

Medical care expenses incurred in the past;

J.

Medical care expenses that, in reasonable probability, plaintiff will incur in the future.

As a result, Plaintiffs are entitled to recover these damages in an amount far in excess of the
jurisdictional limits of this Court.

X.

GROSS NEGLIGENCE AND EXEMPLARY DAMAGES

Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate the allegations contained in Section IV.

10.01 The actions of Defendant STEPHEN COURTNEY, M.D., Defendant BAYLOR
SCOTT & WHITE MEDICAL CENTER-FRISCO, Defendant Eminent Spine, LLC, and
Defendant GTR LLC, in failing to reasonably provide for the safety of their patients involved an
extreme degree .of risk, considering the probability and magnitude of potential harm to Bryan
Taylor, Alan Tarrant and Bethany Kendrick.

10.02 Defendant STEPHEN COURTNEY, M.D., Defendant BAYLOR SCOTT &
WHITE MEDICAL CENTER-FR1SCO, Defendant Eminent Spine, LLC, and Defendant GTR,
LLC had actual, subjective awareness of the risk, but nevertheless proceeded with conscious
indifference to the rights, safety, or welfare of Bryan Taylor, Alan Tarrant and Bethany Kendrick.

10.03 Such conduct constitutes gross negligence as the term is defined by Texas law and,
therefore, the Plaintiffs are entitled to exemplary damages.
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XI. FRAUDULENT CONCEALMENT

To the extent that any defendant pleads the defense of statute of limitations, Plaintiffs
assert the equitable doctrine of fraudulent concealment. Defendants fraudulent concealed from
Plaintiffs their wrongdoing and Plaintiffs did not discover the wrongdoing or could not have
discovered the wrongdoing with reasonable diligence until after the statute oflimitations asserted
by Defendants.
XII. JURY DEMAND

Plaintiffs demand a trial by jury. Plaintiffs have deposited with the clerk of the court the
required fee and have otherwise complied with TEX. R. Cw. P. 216.
WHEREFORE PREMISES CONSIDERED Plaintiffs request Defendants be cited to
appear and answer herein and that on final trial they have judgment against the Defendants for the
damages alleged for an amount in excess of the minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court,
pre-judgment and post-judgment interest as provided by law, costs of court and such other and
further relief to which Plaintiffs may be justly entitled.
Respectfully submitted,
LAW OFFICE OF KELLY LIEBBE

Isl KELLY M. LIEB BE
Kelly M. Liebbe, Texas Bar No. 24053678
2619 Hibernia Street
Dallas, Texas 75204
Tel: 214-753-4788
Fax: 214-279-9531
Kelly@KLLawTexas.com
LAW OFFICES OF BEN C. MARTIN
Ben C. Martin, Texas Bar No. 13052400
3710 Rawlins Street, Suite 1230
Dallas, Texas 75219
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFFS
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EXHIBIT ''5''

CAUSE NO. 219-05105-2016
STEPHEN COURTNEY, M.D. AND
STEPHEN COURTNEY, M.D., P.A.,

Plaintijjs,

v.
JONATHAN ROTE,
Defendant

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

IN THE DISTRICT COURT

219th JUDICIAL DISTRICT

COLLIN COUNTY, TEXAS

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE OF COUNSEL
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Ben C. Martin and Thomas Wm. Arbon, of the Law Offices
of Ben C. Martin, enter their appearance. as counsel for Defendant, and respectfully request that
copies of all communications, notices, pleadings, and orders be sent to Ben C. Martin and Thomas
Wm. Arbon at the following address:
Ben C. Martin, Esq.
Thomas Wm. Arbon, Esq.
LAW OFFICES OF BEN C. MARTJN
3710 Rawlins Street, Suite 1230
Dallas, Texas 75219
(214) 761-6614
(214) 744-7590 (facsimile)
bmartin@bencmartin.com
tarbon@bencmartin.com
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Respectfully submitted,
LAW OFFICES OF BEN C. MARTIN

Isl Ben C. Martin
Ben C. Martin
State Bar No. 13052400
Thomas Wm. Arbon
State Bar No. 01284275
3710 Rawlins Street, Suite 1230
Dallas, Texas 75219
(214) 761-6614
(2,14) 744-7590 (facsimile)
bmartin@bencmartin.com
tarbon@bencmartin.com
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing
document was forwarded to all counsel of record,.as indicated below, pursuant to the Texas Rules
of Civil Procedure, on this the 28th day of February, 2017:
Jess C. Rickman ill, Esq.
Michael S. Alfred, Esq.
Elizabeth A. Fitch, Esq.
HALLETT & PERRlN, P.C.
1445 Ross A venue, Suite 2400
Dallas, Texas 75202
jrickman@hallettperrin.com
malfred@hallettperrin.com
efitch@hallettperrin.com
(VIA E-SERVICE)

Isl Ben C. Martin
Ben C. Martin
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EXHIBIT "6''

/,: -li!leen Parzyck

i

.

.-bm:

Sent:
To:
Attach_ments:

jonathan.rute <jonathan.rute@gmail.com>

Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:00 AM
Melissa Kingston
20161206_155836Jpg

Melissa~

I wanted to provide you with the tracking Lnfo for the complaint I sent to the Texas Medical Board. USPS 9505
5126 8926 6341 060161
Best Regards
Jonathan
Scnl vin the Samsung. Galaxy S7, ntt AT&T 4G LTE smnrlphone
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EXHIBIT ''7''

Michael Alfred
,········..\,:

"

I:
To:

Subjec::t:
Attachments:

Jonathan Rute <jonathan.rute@gmail.com>
,Wednesday, Janua1y 04, 2017 6:29 AM
Melissa Kingston
. Dr. Carmody (§74.351 REPORn

2016-12-8 EXP_ERTW!T~ES~ REPORT DC-16-12792.pdf

Mrs. Kingston,
Just in case you don't have a copy of this, it can be found in Dallas County District Court records (Cause No.
DC-16-12792). It was filed on December 8, 2016.

In reviewing this and after my discussion with Bill McMuny, I believe this independent report accurately
describes what Dr. Carmody previously discus~~~-"YW~ Iv.fr .. ~~Mu~1J in regards to SPC.
·... ' ··::. ·.. : ·...··.': ·:· ·...
·...· .:
Best Regards
Jonathan
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EXHIBIT "8"
I

II :
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.

Kelly M. Liebbe
Trial Attorney
June 15) 2017

Via Cert/fled Mail, Retum Receipt Requested,
70161370000161306365
Dr:. Stephen Courtney
Plano Orthopedic and Sports Medioinc
5228 West Plano Parkway
Plano, Texas 75093
Re:
Dear Dr. Courtney;
TWs notice of healthcBt·c liability claltn is being ptovided to you in accordance with
Chapter 74 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code. Enclosed you will find the
Authodzation. Form for Release of Protected Health Jnfonnation as required by Section 74.052

ofthe Code.
The basis of the claim is that you performed unnecessary spine surgeries on
- . using Eminent Spine hardware. The Eminent Spine hardware was not used
properly. The hardware failed and caused damages to
. The surgeries you
performed on
not only failed to address the pathology causing • .
pain, it worsened her condition.

I am also enclosing a Section 74.052 medioal authorization. In accordance with Chapter
74 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code, please provide a complete and unaltered copy
of all of your records pertaining to
within 45 days from the date of receipt
of this notice.
·.
To avoid a malpractice lawsuit, I must be notified by your insurance company that you
have given written consent to your insurance company to begin negotiation of 8.11 Immediate
settlement. If good faith pre-suit settlement negotiations are not initiated, then suit will be filed
following the expiration of six.ty (60) days.

J)ry/lt~f yours,
~)W.~);fl
encl.

cc: Via First C/(lss Mail
William Dunnill
1010 W. Ralph Hall Parkway -2"11 Floor
Rockwall, Texas 75032
12221 MErtlTDRIVESUITE945 • Dallas, TX 75251 • p; 214.935.9553 • f: 214.279.9531

Kelly@l<LLawTexas.com
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EXHIBIT "9"

Kelly M. Uebbe
v;lt"~a~
• \ J.
$\

J\.tt..-c)1··t··~o\,,
1._ ,,,
l ''.';::

• ••

June 9, 2017

Re:

1 I

a

Dear D1·. Courtney;
This notice of healthcare liability claim js being pmvided to you in accordance with
Chapter 74 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code. Enclosed you
find the
Authorization Fonn for Release of Protected Health Information as required by Section 74.052

wm

of the Code.

5

The basis of the claim is that you performed unnecessary spine surgeries on -

I

Sf

using Eminent Spine hru:dware. The Eminent ine hardware was not used properly.
The hardware failed and caused damages lo
I . The procedw:es you perfonned on
not only failed to address the pathology causing
pain, it
worsened her condi1ion.
In accordance wi1h Chaptet 14 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code please
provide a complete and una.Itered copy of all of your records pertaining to
within
45 days from the date of receipt of tl:ds notice.
5

I .

I

To avoid a malpractice lawsuit, I 111ust be notified by your insurance company that you
have given wiitten consent to your insurance company to begin negotiation of an immediate
settlement. If good faith pre-suit settlement negotiations are not jnitiated, then suit will be filed
following the ex:pirati.on of sixty (60) days.
·

encl.

1 2221

e945. Dallas, TX 75251 • p: 214.935.9553 • f:
Kelly@l<LLawTexas.com
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EXHIBIT 10

i

'

! .

i

I
Kelly M. U~bbe
Trial AttQrne.v
Decembe1· J4, 2017

Viii Ce1•ti(led Mail. Return Receipt Request~,!
Step.b,en P. Cou!'tney
1351. West President George Bush Highway
Richa.tdson, Texas 75080

1.1.i

JP

.1.1.lflla

Dear DL'. Court11ey:
Thi$ notice of he&lthcare liabllity o'laim is being provided to you in accordan.ce with
Chijptet 74 ·of the Texas Ciyil Practice and' Remedies Code. Eu.closed you will find the
AuthorJ.zatiou Form for Release of Protected Health Information. as tequired. by Section 74.052 of
(he Co.de.

The ba~is of the claim is that you allowed Dr. Stephen Courtney to pe1fo1·m. unnecessary
mine surgeries on
·
.
. 11sing Eminent S.pfoe hardware. The Eminent s tne
;~rqware was not used pl'operly. The hardware failed. and caused damages to

RI.. The surgeries performed on
pathology causing her pain, it.worsened hel' condition.

2

1

.1;1ot only failed to add1·ess t.he

lam also enclosing a Section 74.052 medical authori:z.ation. In acco1·<lance with ebu.pter
14 oJ' tbe Tc;xa~ Civil 'Practice and J_lemedies Cpde, please provide a complete nnd unnlter~(I.
copy of all ofyou1· records ped'ainingfo 7 · j ) I..
A witltin 45 dnys from the dnte
of l'cceipt of this notice.

('

i~~
Kelly M, Liebbe

encl.
CQ

Via Fit1st Cltt$,f .Mail

STRED DUNNI~L REYNOLDS BAJLilY STEPHBNSON LLP

Willlatn C. Du11.nilJ
Sid l'yf.urpby

I 010 West Ralplt Hall Pat·kway, Second Floor
Rockwa1J 1 ~exa.s 75032
1 0440 N. CrnTRAL EXPRESSWAY SUITE 1240 • Dallas, TX '75231 • p) 214.93S.9553
l<el)y@KLlawTexas.com

